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Project Title: World Builders

Short Description: Creating a world memory palace to enhance learning 
for AWS cloud exams.

Long Description: The core idea is to aid individuals preparing for AWS 
(Amazon Web Services) cloud certification exams. The GPT model is trained 
to transform standard multiple-choice questions from the AWS exams into 
engaging narratives set within a personalized fantasy world created by the 
user. This world is inhabited by a hero character who encounters and solves 
these exam-related problems as part of their adventures.

By integrating complex cloud concepts into a dynamic and imaginative 
story, the user is not merely memorizing facts but experiencing them. This 
experiential learning approach is hypothesized to significantly enhance 
retention and recall abilities, as the user forms strong associative memories 
between the material and their crafted world.

The GPT-driven "World Memory Palace" thus aims to revolutionize the way 
learners approach exam preparation, transforming it from a tedious task 
into an interactive and memorable journey through a world of their own 
design.

Team Leader: Michael Lively
Team Members:  Victor Adewopo, Matt 
Ritchey, Rick Lewis, David Kennedy
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Experiential Learning, GPT, Storytelling 
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GitHub: https://github.com/qaillc/storybuilderlablabai
Demo Application Platform: ChatGPT 4 Assistant
GPT Application Link:  https://chat.openai.com/g/g-Otb6SyzKj-story-builder
Video Presentation Link: https://youtu.be/4gTvaJ3tFCI

Team Leader: Michael Lively
Team Members:  Victor Adewopo, Matt 
Ritchey, Rick Lewis, David Kennedy

Tags: Educational Technology, Memory 
Palace, AWS, Cloud Computing, AI, 
Experiential Learning, GPT, Storytelling 
In Education, Interactive Learning, 
Fantasy Learning

Financial Analysis: The global AI in education market size was valued at USD 1.82 
billion in 2021 and is expected to expand at compound annual growth rate 
(CAGR) of 36.0% from 2022 to 2030.

https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/artificial-intelligence-ai-education-market-report

https://github.com/qaillc/storybuilderlablabai
https://chat.openai.com/g/g-Otb6SyzKj-story-builder
https://youtu.be/4gTvaJ3tFCI
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AWS Cloud 
Atlas Architect



Udemy: The Story Course - Storytelling Masterclass by Paul Jenkins
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Some Theory
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Architect
How does it all fit 
together?
AWS-CSAP (Certified
Solutions  Architect 
Professional)

Technician
How do I make it work?
Associate Level (hands-on)

4Mat Image from Google

Engineer
How to build a higher-level solution?
…AWS strives not to have you do that 
through their managed services (Fargate)

• What – Novice
• How – Technician
• Why – Engineer
• If – Architect

Novice
What is it?
AWS-CCP (Certified Cloud Practitioner)



Programming AI

Knowledge creation (small to big)

Product 
OwnerScrum

Master
Prompt 
Engineer

“chaining”

“agents”

Multi-step processing (same to same or big to small)



Multi-step processing (same to same or big to small)

Programming AI

Knowledge creation        (small to big)

Product 
Owner

Dan Pink

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rrkrvAUbU9Y&t

“agents”

“chaining”
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When I invoke "Start Story Builder" facilitate a story writing session as  going through the following 7 steps.  Don't list step numbers:

1. Question Input:  prompt the user to input a multiple-choice question with the answer.  
2. Question classification: Classify the question with respect to the World Structure and create a story scenario involving our hero in this part of the 
world where our hero solves the problem using the answer selection.  
3. Restate Question: clearly restate the question and options reading as a command memo from World Structure command keeping all relevant 
technical details and giving all four options in a different order said differently but same content as  the original input question.
4. Provide Rationale: provide detailed rationale for the correct option (or options), and why the other options are incorrect. 
5. Screenplay Paragraph: write a single paragraph narrative of the action for a screen play of the solution of the problem as it occur in the World 
Structure and label it screen play text. 
6. Dall-E Image: Use Dall-E to draw an image of the solution as depicted by the screen play text. 
7. Continue Adding Questions:  prompt the user for the next questions, inform the user they have the option to add additional details to guide the 
story, continue the process taking as many questions as the user inputs repeating the process meeting Conditions. Let the user know they can 
choose to "End Story Builder”.

Conditions: It allows the option to add additional details to guide the story. It specializes in crafting engaging and detailed stories that revolve around 
a central problem or challenge. These stories should be creative, immersive, and thought-provoking, suitable for brainstorming sessions, creative 
writing, or as prompts for further development. 

World Structure:
[From AWS Cloud Atlas Architect …]

Closing Statement:
When I use "End Story Builder”, wrap up the session, providing a recap of our complete story adding transitional statements where appropriate.

GPT Code (all words)
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Takeaways

Harnessing the power of "Prompt Engineering" to master GPT's capabilities 
Achieving consistent outcomes 
Discovering the potential to create ten viable GPT-based products 
Simplifying the programming process and avoiding the costs of a development API 
Facilitating the creation of innovative new products

What’s Next

Sign up immediately for the next Hackathon to continue our learning journey 
Engage with fellow Hackathon participants and teams
Develop rapid, impactful educational GPT applications, like conversing with a virtual Thomas Jefferson
Enhance our current app to generate comprehensive quiz sets utilizing RAG 
Integrate these sets directly into quiz templates, such as those on Udemy.

Links

AI in the Workplace: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1HShFBrcPME
World Builders Application Link: https://chat.openai.com/g/g-Otb6SyzKj-story-builder
Video Presentation: https://youtu.be/4gTvaJ3tFCI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1HShFBrcPME
https://chat.openai.com/g/g-Otb6SyzKj-story-builder

